Are you ready to navigate these uncertain times?
The talent world has never been more changeable.
Brexit is a pressing, but ever-moving problem, and
many organisations are struggling to face up to the
unique challenges it brings. These are just some of
the roadblocks you could face:

Immigration
restrictions could stop
business in its tracks
It’s still unclear how immigration
will be managed after the
UK leaves the EU, creating
a potential problem for the
many UK industries that rely on
overseas talent to fill roles and
provide vital expertise.

It’s more difficult
than ever to fill jobs

EU citizens are thinking
twice about the uk

Recent government statistics
show that job vacancies are at
their highest since 2001. With
848,000 vacancies for the three
months from August 2018 to
November 2018, an increase
of 40,000 on the same period
in 2017.1

It’s tough to entice EU talent in
the current climate. The number
of EU citizens who came to
the UK was 219,000 in the year
ending June 2018, the lowest
since 2014.1
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Brexit won’t affect
all industries equally
Some sectors are going to
be hit harder than others.
For example, the Life Sciences
industry is a key home for
international talent and may
feel the impact of Brexit more
strongly than others.

A ‘wait and see’
approach could be
the most dangerous
Employers are becoming
paralyzed by indecision. But
taking no action could be
the most dangerous move of
all. Leaving them completely
unprepared for a post-Brexit
world.

We Need to Talk About Brexit…
The truth is that no one has a crystal ball. No one can predict exactly
how Brexit will affect the UK, industry, and talent. But it’s vital that we
don’t let this uncertainty stop us in our tracks. By taking crucial measures
to support your existing and future talent needs, you can help to protect
your business, whatever Brexit brings.

These are the six key areas where KellyOCG can
help to Brexit-proof talent in your organisation:

1. Improve visibility
Understanding and having clear visibility of your
current workforce is key to developing it for the
future. Focus on job rotation and mobility alongside
upskilling workers and redefining roles. This will help
you to better manage talent shortages caused by any
reduction in international or EU workers.

3. Focus on supply chain
Your supply chain needs to be more robust than ever.
Be prepared to review, redesign, and optimise.
Think outside the box and embrace independent
talent to get the job done.

2. Refine your employee
value proposition
In an increasingly competitive talent market, your EVP
needs to be on point. Make sure your employer brand
is carefully defined and consistently represented
across your messaging.

4. Think about
attraction and retention
Make sure you understand your candidate experience.
How can you refine and improve it? The same goes for
retention – this is the time to fix any retention issues
that are causing you to leak key talent.

5. Get efficient

6. Consider automation

A lean organisation is much more likely to survive the
hardships of a post-Brexit world. Review processes to
reduce waste and increase efficiency.

Be prepared to invest in technology that could reduce
your talent needs. Look for opportunities to automate
processes that could help you to become more
independent in the face of Brexit.

Our Talent Advisory Service can help you to take back control
of the Brexit challenges your organisation faces.
Speak to our team today to talk talent,
Brexit, and a changing world of work.
kellyocgemea.com

